
Sunken Singapore flagged ship

MV X-Press pearl exploded in the

Sri Lankan waters on the 26th May

2021 left a serious toxic legacy to the

country. It was drowned on the 2nd

June in an attempt to pull it to the

deep waters. We as environmental

organization is very concern on this

ship as it was transporting

dangerous cargo in its last mission.

Ship carried 1486 cargos in its last

mission and half of the containers

had 42 different chemicals including

Lithium- Iron batteries, lead ingots,

copper slags, Nitric Acid, Lubricating

oil, Gear oil, Epoxy resin, urea,

Sodium Methoxide, Aluminium

processing byproducts, sulphur and

some unknown inorganic materials

etc. It also had at least 46,960 bags of

LDPE and HDPE plastic nurdles(

Pellets). Same material was available

in another 20 containers. The

incident spilled at least 70-75 billion

plastic nurdles to the environment.

Unfortunately, the cleaning of this

nurdles are not easy and it many of

themwill remain in the environment

for next 500 to 1000 years as they

don’t degrade easily.

The toxic substances are now

contaminating the rich fishing

habitats off Colombo Harbour and

the coral environment. 300 metric

tones of bunker oil and the

lubricating oil containers also posed

a serious threat to themarine life. Lot

of marine life died in the last couple

of days and at least 15 Turtles, and 6

Dolphins so far died from the

incident. Fishing communities lose

at least 80 million Rupees worth

income every day.

It was reported that ship already

knew the Nitric Acid leak on the 11th

May 2021 and seeked assistance

from 2 harbours before it reached

Colombo on the 20th. Their failure to

give assistance is responsible for this

toxic terror to Sri Lankan waters.

Unfortunately, the negligence of the

X-Press feeders, the company

operated this ship and the lack of

trained emergency response team

and measures resulted this

irreparable damage to the Sri

Lankan waters.(END)
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X
-Press Pearl is a cargo ship

owned by EOS- RO Pte Ltd and

operated by the E-Press

Feeders which sunken near Colombo

harbour on the 2nd June 2021. The

owner is just a 6 month old company

based in Singapore. It was a brand

new ship built in China and launched

inMarch 2021. During its last voyage,

it had 1486 containers with almost

half of them were chemicals

including some hazardous chemicals

such as nitric Acid, Caustic soda and

Lithium -Iron Batteries.

The cause for the initial fire seems

the leaking of Nitric Acid. However,

Sri Lankan fire fighters failed to use

the dry chemicals to control fire

instead pumped water which may

have reacted with Caustic Soda and

Sodium Meth-oxide which possibly

generated more heat. This raise the

question whether Sri Lanka had

enough expertise to handle such a

maritime chemical accident.

It looks we haven’t learned anything

from the Blue Diamond oil tanker

disaster which was experienced in

September 2020 in the east coast.

Although it was saved with weeks of

fire fighting, the oil leak and the fire

brought an environmental disaster

to the ocean life. According to ocean

scientist 20 dead turtles were

observed, but they believe if could

have killed more than 100 turtles.

The environmental claim was USD

17.38 million which was not so far

settled. It looks there are legal

barriers to the case.

Since the X-Press Pearl disaster so far

we have observed at least 15 turtle

deaths and 6 Dolphin deaths. No

post-mortem reports are available

yet. According to the experts, more

Turtles and Dolphins, may have died

from the incident. The plastic nurdles

spilled from the ship may create

longer time disaster, as they don’t

degrade for next few centuries.

It is pathetic to see some university

academics making statements to

underestimate the disaster, although

the chemical pollution and the killing

of ocean life is clearly visible. So far

we have not seen a good chemical

analysis came from the so called

professionals on this subject.

In response to our RTI request, the

Harbour Authority refused to share

the Cargo details citing them as

exempted information covered by

Section 5 (1) (h) (i) of the Act. The

Cargo details CEJ obtained through

the MEPA through right to

information was released to the

public just before the ship was

drowned for public interest.

However, it is unbelievable that the

Minister Mahinda Amaraweera,

Minister of Environment or the

Central Environmental Authority or

its Director General were not given a

copy of the cargo details. Such a

secrecy brings serious doubts about

the true motive of the respective

government bodies engage in the

rescue and cleanup operations.

We have learned that two companies

including the salvage company is still

looking after the wrecked ship. Out

of 1486 containers, only 8 containers

have found so far. Since no

containers are visible on the ship

deck, we have to believe those

containers on the deck would

dropped into the water and spreads

in a large area with the strong water

currents during the disaster period.

Non existence of a maritime

emergency plan, necessary expertise

and equipment have already

resulted heavy damage during both

Blue Mountain incident and in the X-

Press Pearl disasters. As annually

more than 60,000 ships use the

south- west shipping routs they will

not be the last incidents.

During last 3 decades, Sri Lanka is

eyeing to become amaritime hub on

the Indian Ocean. At least this is the

justification for building Hambantota

Harbour by undermining strong

resistance. It is the same justification

for expanding Colombo harbour and

privatizing its terminals. It is

unbelievable that Sri Lanka still does

not posses a the Emergency

response mechanism, expertise and

equipment. Sri Lanka does not even

have baselines about our ocean and

its terrains which requires in

responding to such disasters. Unless

we get ready, we will see more and

more deadly disasters in the future.

(END)
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Sri Lanka is located at a strategic

location in the Indian Ocean

which has been recognized as a

Maritime Hub. It already provides

access to 200-300 ships per day for

their transshipments.

The recent incidents of both Blue

Diamond and X-press Pearl disaster

have given us an important lesson

about our preparedness and

response mechanism to the ship

casualties. As a result of these

shortfalls, the sensitive marine

ecosystem around the country is at

risk and livelihood of fishing

communities and tourism industry

are in danger. X-press Pearl incident

has caused significant damages on

environment, health, economy and

fundamental rights of the people.

Therefore, the government has the

duty to institute sufficient actions on

both physical and legal to restore the

damages caused by the ship. The

domestic legal system in Sri Lanka

must be efficient to address such

issues, specially in line with the

relevant international laws.

However, when review, there could

be several legal consequences.

“Who has the responsibility to
prevent and redress such
accidents?”
“Have the responsible authorities
acted according to the existing
laws?”
“Did the crew members provide
vital information to the Sri Lankan
authorities as required by laws?”
”Are the Sri Lankan domestic laws
sufficient to address this issue?”
“What are the actions need be
taken by the responsible
authorities to redress the situation

and damage caused due to their
negligence or actions?”.

X-Press Feeders appear to be the

operator of X-Press Pearl ship. Its

Local agent have primary

responsibility for the damages

caused to the environment,

economy in general including the

fishing industry and health hazards

imminent on coastal communities as

well as to the general public of Sri

Lanka.

Marine Environment Protection

Authority(MEPA), Merchant Shipping

Secretariat and Sri Lanka Ports

Authority are the national authorities

who have the main statutory

responsibilities in this incident. MEPA

is the main responsible authority

who has sole responsibility to

prevent, control, and manage the

pollution of Sri Lanka's Marine

Environment andwho is liable for the

fundamental rights of the fisheries

and tourism industries under the

Marine Pollution Prevention Act No.

35 of 2008.

Sri Lanka Ports Authority is

responsible for the acts and

omissions of the Harbour Master and

other main Port Administrative

Officers and thus liable for the

fundamental rights violations under

the provisions of the Sri Lanka Ports

Authority Act, No. 51 of 1979 as

amended. Director General of

Merchant Shipping Secretariat has

the overall responsibility for

overseeing maritime concerns and

to give effect to the provisions of

Merchant Shipping Act No.52 of

1971 as amended.

First we should investigate whether

such authorities have acted

according to the existing laws and

whether the crew members had

provided vital information to the Sri

Lankan authorities before entering

into the Sri Lankan water.

In the maritime law perspective, if

the ship is in the state of

unseaworthy, it shouldn’t have

entered into Sri Lankan water.

Sending a ship in an unseaworthy

state to sea is an offense under the

section 205 of Merchant Shipping

Act. Therefore, it is vital to conduct an

investigation to find out if the ship

was allowed to enter despite

knowing the gravity of the risk.

Further, the captian knows the

situation of the ship and he should

have informed the Sri Lankan

authorities about the acid leak and

full details of the contents of the

containers. If the ship’s captain has

hidden the fact that one of their

containers was leaking, he and the

ship owners/ its agents are

completely responsible for causing

this situating.

When considering adequacy of

domestic laws, we find that Sri Lanka

has failed to ratify and accede

relevant conventions and has many

lacunas in relevant laws.

If Sri Lanka had ratified and

incorporated the Hazardous and

Noxious Substances Convention

(HNS Convention 1996) and its 2010

Protocol into the domestic law, the

country would have been able to

claim compensation for the damages

under such conventions too. The

International Convention on Liability

and Compensation for Damage in

Connection with the HNS
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Convention aims to ensure

adequate, prompt and effective

compensation for damage to

persons and property, costs of clean

up and reinstatement measures and

economic losses resulting from the

maritime transport of hazardous and

noxious substances such as

chemicals.

Apart from that, there are many

more international conventions such

as International Convention on Oil

Pollution Preparedness, Response

and Co-operation 1990 (OPRC 90)

and its protocols, International

Convention on the Establishment of

an International Fund for

Compensation for Oil Pollution

Damage (FUND), Nairobi Convention

etc. that help to protect the marine

environment from such casualties

and provide a legal responsibility

upon the ship owner to liable for a

reasonable compensation and for

salvage missions.

Although Sri Lankan authorities

claim that we are a maritime hub, we

are far behind in the implementation

of international conventions and

laws. Also, when we fail our salvage

missions, we are at risk of not

receiving a compensation. Hence, it

is the duty of the relevant authorities

to ensure that the local legislature is

in par with the evolving international

laws and conventions to be a fully-

fledged maritime hub.

Moreover, there are many lacunas

and gaps in domestic laws in relating

to receiving a reasonable fine for the

damages caused to the marine

environment. In one hand the

amounts of fines in many laws such

as Merchant Shipping Act, Penal

Code must be updated as some

provisions are not revised up to 20-

30 years. On the other hand, failure

to fill up the gaps over the years in

Marine Pollution Prevention Act No.

35 of 2008 has resulted in polluters

getting away by paying a minimum

compensation in order to do away

with their liability. Therefore, the

authorities must urgently review and

strengthen the national laws by

incorporating the international

conventions into the national legal

regime and amend the lacunas in the

Acts to govern incidents such as

these. There must be an assessment

howmuch damage caused and what

can be done to redress the situation

and what are the measures must be

taken to prevent similar situations in

the future.

The ship owners, its agents, master of

ship and the responsible

government authorities have duties

to perform vested upon Constitution

and other relevant Acts of Sri Lanka

and relevant environmental

principles and concepts recognized

by laws, not only to redress the

damage in an environmentally

friendly manner but also to take

precautionary actions to prevent

such incidents happening.

Initially, this disaster has occurred

adverse implications on the

livelihood of the fisheries

communities of the affected coastal

areas and tourism industry. It has

directly breached the fundamental

rights to engage in an occupation

assured by the Article 14 (1 (g) and

the equality before the law by the

Article 12 (1) of the Constitution of

Sri Lanka. Therefore, apart from

aforementioned parties,

Department of Fisheries and Aquatic

Resources is also responsible to

restore the rights of the fisheries

communities as per the Fisheries and

Aquatic Resources Act No. 02 of 1996

as amended.

In lights of environment law

concepts, "Polluter Pays Principle" is

one of our environmental principle

formulated and accepted by the

judicially as a part of Sri Lankan law

through recent judgments such as

Wilpattu Judgment (Centre for

Environmental Justice (Guarantee)

Ltd Vs. Anura Satharasinghe,

Conservator General and 8 Others

(CA Writ 291/15) and Chunnakam

Judgement (Ravindra Gunawardena

Kariyawasam Vs. Central

Environmental Authority and 10

Others (SC FR Application No.

141/15). In applying this principle,

especially the ship owner as well as

the local agent of the shipping

company can be held liable for the

unprecedented and irreversible

damages caused on the

environment, economy of the

country as well as damages caused

to the general public and particularly

to the fishing community and

persons engaged in the tourism

industry.

As aforementioned all parties have

failed to take precautionary

measures to prevent such irreparable

damages, they are liable for their

negligence or failures under the

Precautionary Principle of

environmental law as well which is

recognized as a part of our local legal

regime by willfully refraining from

revealing the existence of a chemical

leak and the possible threat of a fire

breaking out on board in advance to

the maritime authorities of the

country and hence be held liable to

pay the compensation. According to

the judicially formulated concept of

‘Public Guardian’, there is a heavy

responsibility vested upon the

government authorities to protect

the country’s marine environment,

economy, health and fundamental

rights of its people.

Ultimately, Sri Lanka must learn

many valuable lessons from this

unexpected incident and must be

well prepared for the next time by

conveniently using relevant

technologies and taking

precautionary measures to prevent

such casualties and strengthening

the legal regime in the country or

else our country will not be able bear

and restore the ecological cost of

such an environment disaster ever

again. (END)
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Sri Lanka currently facing number

of Environmental issues including

Deforestation, Human – Elephant

Conflict, Water Pollution, Illegal

Mining Activities, Marine and Coastal

Pollution and Waste issue. CEJ as an

Organization which focus on

Environmental Conservation and

Public Interest litigation filed

number of lawsuits against various

responsible parties over such

Environmental issues. While some of

those lawsuits gained victorious

achievements, some cases are still

ongoing. This article focuses on

some of significant lawsuits brought

by CEJ.

CEJ filed a case in the Court of

Appeal bearing No.SC FR 303/ 2019

against the imported waste

containers which contain post -

consumer waste from the United

Kingdom in 2019. In this case,

Petitioners raised several issues

including severe damage to

Environment & severe damage to the

Public health. Moreover, Petitioners

claimed that the alleged imports of

wastewere a violation of terms of the

BASEL Convention. Petitioners

requested to issue a Writ of

Mandamus to re – export these

waste containers to its motherland

and as a result Court ordered

repatriation of the hazardous waste

to its Original Country.

Recently CEJ filed a case bearing No

CAWRT 436/2020 against issuing the

Circular MWFC/1/2020 to revoke

5/2001 and 2/2006 circulars by

giving the legal authority to

Divisional Secretariats from Forest

Department to make decisions of

Other State forests. Residual Forest

patches with high biological

diversity and important animal

habitat have not been recognized

under Forest Ordinance No.16 of

1907 and Fauna and Flora Protection

Ordinance and these forest patches

were unprotected under Divisional

Secretariats before issuing the

5/2001 Circular. So Petitioners

requests a Writ of Mandamus to

quash the decision contained in

Circular MWFC/1/2020 and

demarcate the boundaries of these

residual forests via a Gazette. This

Case is still ongoing.

Also one ofmost remarkable effort of

CEJ was filing a case bearing No. CA

WRT 12/2020 against the Cabinet

Decision taken on 04.12.2019 to take

appropriate action to do away with

the existing requirement on

obtaining permits/ license for the

transportation of sand, oil and clay

for the local industries and the

construction industries as required in

Section 28 of the of the Mines and

Mineral Act No. 33 of 1992. On 17th of

July 2020, Court of Appeal stated

that the Cabinet Decision taken on

04.12.2019 was misinterpreted and

directed Inspector General of Police

to act according to the Law.

THUSHINI JAYASEKARA (L.L.B Attorney-at Law)

Recent Lawsuits Filed by CEJ
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The Accident of X-Press Pearl,

Singaporean container ship at off

coast Colombo in May, 2021 left Sri

Lanka a long-lasting damage to its

blue-green ocean and scenic south-

west coastal belt. What people saw

was the pollution caused by plastic

pellets, dead fish and other creatures

and patches of oil and ash.What they

didn’t see or assumed was the

immense chemical pollution caused

by the fire and the sunken ship.

The ship seems to have been

carrying around 42 different

chemicals and number of different

materials (mobile accessories,

monitors, scanners, printers,

extinguishers, etc.) that possibly

contain hazardous chemicals. While

some are known toxics, some are not

chemicals of concern in its pure state.

However, since these chemicals were

ignited and also mixed into waters,

the damage would be a combination

of pure chemicals, new chemicals

formed during the fire and mixing

with water.

For example; “lead ingots” if burned

could emit lead vapor and cause air-

borne lead contamination and it’s a

neurotoxin that can cause

irreversible neurological damage.

Also, though plastic pellets

seemingly cause only a physical

pollution, they can adsorb other

pollutants in water and transfer them

through the food chain, or else if they

are contaminated with other harmful

chemicals such as Dioxin, Furans,

Mercury and Polychlorinated

Biphenyls. During the burning

process they could emit these

hazardous endocrine disruptive

chemicals into the atmosphere.

Humans, aquatic organisms and

even birds could be exposed to these

chemicals through contaminated air,

water, soil and through the food

chain. Some of these chemicals are

bio accumulative and can magnify

along the food chains.

Some of the poisoning symptoms

will take time to appear while some

show immediate results. Although

the effect on humans is not yet

prominently shown, it should be

understood that depending on one’s

immunity level, nutrient intake,

hormone functioning, age, gender,

chronic diseases, duration and

frequency of exposure and route of

exposure, effect of these chemicals

can vary on different people. Besides,

most of these chemicals such as lead,

heavy metals contaminated in

copper slug, emissions in burning

plastics, epoxy resin, etc. result long-

term chronic poisoning than short-

term acute poisoning. Therefore, just

like the Minnamata accident in

Japan, we may find victims of this

contamination after some 10, 20

years from today.

CHALANI RUBESIGHE, HARSHANI ABAYAWARDHANA AND INDIKA RAJAPAKSHA

The chemical contamination resulted by
MV 'X-PRESS PEARL' - Cargo Vessel Fire in Sri Lankan Coast
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Our fears do not end here. The ship

was also carrying some items such as

textiles, carpets, fire extinguishers,

furniture, mobile accessories,

monitors, printers, scanners, tires,

some unknown household items,

waterproofing materials, etc. These

must have containing or

contaminated with heavy metals,

Phthalates, Perfluorinated

compounds (PFAS), Brominated

Flame retardants (BFRs), Bisphenol A

(BPA), radioactive materials and

many other toxic, persistent, bio

accumulative, bio magnifying

chemicals of concern. If they were

burnt, these chemicals are already in

our atmosphere, water and soil.

Otherwise, they are lying in our sea

floor and would gradually release

these chemicals to the ocean. These

chemicals can eventually harm our

hormone system (Endocrine

Disruptive chemicals- EDCs),

immunity system, nervous system,

reproductive system, functioning of

our heart, kidney, liver, and other

organs and may even cause cancers.

This indeed is a matter of concern.

Therefore, it’s time that we pay our

serious attention to this matter and

take every possible measure to

remove these items before they

further contaminate our ocean, if

they are still in the ship. In addition,

our authorities must treat them as

hazardous waste. Unfortunately, we

don’t have a proper system

established to treat hazardous waste.

Therefore, at least now, the

authorities should take measures to

establish such facilities to treat this

waste as well as other materials

containing or contaminated with

heavy metals and other hazardous

chemicals.

Our researchers have a role to play

here too. They can research along our

food chain, on our air, soil and let us

know the levels of contamination

with precautions to be taken to avoid

serious health effects of this

chemical accident.

At this point, it’s hard to advice civil

society on how to avoid chemical

contamination. Because, preventing

chemical contamination has never

been totally under the control of an

individual. But authorities can do a

lot and as civil society it’s our duty as

well as the right to demand

authorities take these steps to ensure

the chemical safety of present and

future generations.(END)
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World Environment Day begins with the adoption of a

United Nations resolution in 1972. Since then, World

Environment Day has been celebrated every year from

1974, with a theme each year.The theme for 2021 is

“Ecosystem Restoration”. This is a theme that suits us very

well.We are in the era of the 6th extinction of biodiversity

in the world. In the last 50 years, human beings have

acted to destroy 70% of the world's wildlife. A serious

problem regarding biodiversity has arisen. Humanbeings

are destroying the environment today in a greedy

manner. Only about 30% of the world's forests are left.

Executive Director Hemantha Vithanage highlighted this

at the press conference held by CEJ on 5th of June 2021.

He further stated that 99% of the world's rivers are

polluted. The situation in Sri Lanka is similar and the

Kelani River is particularly being polluted by pollutants

such as plastics and polythene. People do not think about

their country, families or at least their future generations.

We cannot restore ecosystems without restoring our

attitudes.

World Ocean Day was a United Nation's effort in 1992

following the UN Conference on Environment and

Development in Rio de Janeiro, also known as the Earth

Summit. Since then, World Oceans Day has been

celebrated every year from 2008, with a theme each year.

The theme for 2021 is “The Ocean: Life and Livelihoods”. It

is particularly pertinent in the run-up to the United

Nations Decade of Ocean Science for Sustainable

Development, which will take place from 2021 to 2030.

Marine biodiversity is critical for supplying ecological

processes and services that humans rely on from the

oceans. Despite this, maritime biodiversity is definitely in

jeopardy, with habitat degradation and overexploitation

being the greatest threats to endangeredmarine species.

The burning X-Press Pearl ship is causing the worst-ever

beach pollution in Sri Lanka. Millions of plastic pellets

from a container ship that caught fire off the coast of

Colombo, along with other hazardous trash, have already

washed up on beaches. The calamity puts the wealthy

fishing and tourism industries in jeopardy.

At the most basic level, the ocean produces 50 to 70

percent of our oxygen. It regulates our climate and

supports the greatest abundance of life on our planet. Sri

Lanka’s immense marine faunal and floral diversity and

human livelihoods are at stake and it’s our responsibility

to protect this wonderful ecosystem. (END)

World Environment Day and Oceans Day
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With the purpose of prevent illegal

land filling and waste dumping in

Muthurajawela Wetland, CEJ filed a

lawsuit bearing No. CAWRT 43/2021

against Central Environmental

Authority and Others. Petitioners

requested from Court of Appeal to

issue a Writ of Mandamus against

Respondents to take proper actions

against responsible parties for the

illegal land fillings and protect and

conserve theWetland.

CEJ together with Adi wasi Leader

Wannila Aththo filed a case bearing

No. CA WRT 70/2021 against the

Mahaweli Authority and Others to

prevent the Clearings for the

proposed Agricultural and Livestock

Development Project at Pollebedda

Rambaken Oya Reservoir where the

indigenous people lives. Petitioners

requested a grant a Writ of

Mandamus against the Respondents

to take proper actions against the

persons responsible for said project.

This case is still an ongoing case.

Besides those cases, there are

number of ongoing lawsuits filed by

CEJ against various Environmental

issues such as Case bearing No. CA

WRT 53/2021 filed to prevent the

heavily exploiting sand mining

activities in Madampe Area, Case

bearing No. CA WRT 97/2021 filed in

order to prevent constructions of an

elevated highway with an

Environmental Protection Area

(ThalangamaWetland), Case bearing

No. SC FR 109/21 filed against the

illegal capture, trafficking and

unlawful possession of the elephants

in Sri Lanka and Case bearing No. CA

WRT 245/2021 filed against the

illegal encroachments of the

Sinharaja Forest reserve, Road

constructions from Neluwa to

Deniya running through the

Sinharaja Forest Reserve and the

buffer zone & Constructions of the

Gin Ganga Diversion Project over

Sinharaja Forest Reserve. Likewise,

through the Public Interest Litigation

CEJ was able to fight over the

Protection of the Environment and

gain number of Environmental

Friendly legal solutions. (END)

Cartoon Courtesy- Namal Amarasinghe
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